Maps and satellite images of the Victoria Falls/ Mosi-oa-tunya area

Perspective view of the Victoria Falls from the Zimbabwe side, showing the main sections of the falls and the footpaths, trails and viewpoints.
Overview of the Victoria Falls area showing the roads, footpaths and tourism facilities on the Zimbabwean side

Plan of the Victoria Falls, showing the names of the main sections of the falls, tourist attractions and layout of the viewpoints

(Courtesy of the Prime Origins Guide to Exploring Victoria Falls by L.R Berger and B. Hilton-Barber)
Map of the Victoria Falls/Mosi-oa-tunya area, showing the boundaries of the world heritage site in relation to the National Parks, State Forests and international border.

Map of the Mosi-oa-tunya National Park showing the location of tourism facilities, lodges and hotels within the park and adjoining areas.

(Courtesy of the Prime Origins Guide to Exploring Victoria Falls by L.R Berger and B. Hilton-Barber)
Map of the Victoria Falls area, showing the main features of the Zambezi River above and below the falls, its islands and gorges.
Maps and satellite images of Victoria Falls/Mosi-oa-tunya National Parks

Diagram illustrating the development of successive waterfalls over long geological periods leading to the series of zig-zag gorges which now exist below the present line of Victoria Falls.

(Courtesy of the Prime Origins Guide to Exploring Victoria Falls by L.R Berger and B. Hilton-Barber)
Map of the network of conservation areas surrounding the Victoria Falls/Mosi-oa-tunya National Parks that are destined for incorporation into the visionary Kavango-Zambezi Transfrontier Park (287,132 km²) that is destined to become the largest conservation area in the world.

(Courtesy of the Prime Origins Guide to Exploring Victoria Falls by L.R Berger and B. Hilton-Barber)
Satellite image of the Victoria Falls/Mosi-oa-tunya area showing the location of the Zambezi River, falls and gorges, as well as the local towns of Livingstone (Zambia) and Victoria Falls (Zimbabwe) (Google Earth)

Satellite image of the immediate vicinity of Victoria Falls/Mosi-oa-tunya showing the location of the Zambezi River, the islands, falls and gorges, as well as the local town of Victoria Falls (Zimbabwe) (Google Earth)
Satellite image of the eastern end of Victoria Falls showing the hydro-electric power generation facility which uses about half the dry-season water flow in the Zambezi River, diverting it away from the falls (Photo courtesy of Google Earth)

Overview of the Victoria Falls/Mosi-oa-tunya area, showing the main transport corridor (Photo courtesy of Google Earth)
Maps and satellite images of Victoria Falls/Mosi-oa-tunya National Parks

Satellite image of the eastern portion of the Victoria Falls/Mosi-oa-tunya, showing the Rainbow Falls, Eastern Cataract, Boiling Pot and Knife’s Edge trail (Google Earth)

Satellite image of the central portion of the Victoria Falls/Mosi-oa-tunya, showing a part of Livingstone Island (top right), the Armchair Falls, and part of the Main Falls (top left). The rainforest trail and a number of the viewpoints on the opposite cliff (in Zimbabwe’s Victoria Falls National Park) can be clearly seen (Google Earth)
Satellite image of the eastern portion of the Victoria Falls/Mosi-oa-tunya from the Main Falls (left) to the Eastern Cataract, with the Boiling Pot and the iconic Falls Bridge (Google Earth)

Close-up satellite image of the eastern portion of the Victoria Falls/Mosi-oa-tunya showing the Boiling Pot at the base of the falls (centre left) and Eastern Cataract (centre right) as well as Zambia’s Knife-Edge Trail on the opposite cliff-top (Google Earth)